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SYNOPSIS
A lonely freshman befriends two seniors who take him under their wing, helping him navigate through
the difficulties of high school life.

REVIEW
It is not uncommon for an author to write his or her own screenplay of their work, but to pull double
duty and direct it his or herself is rare. Well, that happens to be the case with Stephen Chbosky. His
1999 novel The Perks of Being a Wallflower falls under the minority of adaptations where the writer
becomes an auteur, handling both script and camera.
The Perks of Being a Wallflower is a coming-of-age story that’s a bit of a bummer. Right off the bat,
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it’s acknowledged that the main character Charlie (Logan Lerman) is a lonely intellectual whose only
companion is a diary he addresses as “Dear Friend.” He’s doesn’t enjoy his first couple days of
school as a freshman; his classmates are terrible, and he sits alone at lunch. The only person he
really wants to talk to is his deceased Aunt Helen who becomes a recurring presence presented in
flashbacks.

Advertising

While Charlie seems like the archetypical killjoy of a person, Chbosky does bring several likable
qualities to him so that he’s not a one-noted character who constantly wallows in misery. He’s smart,
kind, and he makes an effort to meet friends, awkwardly waving hello to those making brief eye
contact in the cafeteria, and showing up to a football game in hopes of striking conversation. That all
pays off once he befriends the seniors Patrick (Ezra Miller) and his stepsister Sam (Emma Watson).
From this point, Charlie is introduced to a world of like-minded individuals who are equally compatible
in intelligence, but carry higher social skills. So, the “cool” kids are, since most of you are thinking it,
hipsters. In that sense, some of the characters may be perceived as an annoyingly pretentious bunch
that might be a turn off to some viewers. But even if their opinionated selves are intolerable, you learn
to appreciate the fact that they sincerely enjoy Charlie’s company just as much as he enjoys theirs.
As his relationship develops with new friends, the film begins to dive into the trials and tribulations of
adolescence many will relate to, such as the awkwardness of asking someone out to the dance,
having a first kiss, and of course, experimentation with drugs. While the latter is normally fully exposed
within the teen genre for the sake of heightened melodrama, Chbosky strays from a tired cliché that
usually feels forced. The film does not hold back on its portrayal of the use of marijuana and ecstasy,
since Charlie does do all those things to cope with Sam being with another guy as well as his
struggles of brief isolation from the group.

Welcome to the island of misfit toys. -Sam
However, the focus is placed on a more important central conflict involving his aunt that intensifies his
visions of her, and lead to his increased mental instability. His anxiety eventually brings themes of
abuse to light that gives The Perks of Being a Wallflower a dark tone as opposed to the hardcore
drug abuse. Chbosky does counter the melancholy though with lighthearted moments that include
Charlie performing The Rocky Horror Picture Show, helping Sam study for the S.A.T.’s, and happily
receiving a present from a Secret Santa, to name a few.
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What really holds the film together and makes it succeed is the cast. Chbosky has picked all the right
actors for his characters, and it shows in the performance. Lerman is outstanding as the lead and he
plays all of Charlie’s emotions to perfection. Whether he’s happy, sad, anxious, high, or unhinged, he
easily holds your attention and makes you care for his character.
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Watson is a marvelous highlight of the film as Sam, the reformed bad girl who’s kind-hearted, freespirited, and vulnerable all at the same time. She makes a complete transformation from the Harry
Potter character she’s become famous for and shows a very different side of herself. Her American
accent is convincing, though it’d probably be trippy listening to her speak for those who are used to
her British accent when she’s Hermione. Watson’s performance in The Perks of Being a Wallflower is
proof she’ll have no problem breaking out of the famed wizard franchise
Miller as Patrick demonstrates just as much range as his co-stars and has excellent chemistry with
Watson that’s wonderful to watch. Paul Rudd only makes a few small appearances as Charlie’s
English teacher Mr. Anderson, but he has a great connection with Lerman in their scenes together.
It’s also nice to see him in something more dramatic for once.

VERDICT
The Perks of Being a Wallflower is a decent mix of teenage drama and a coming-of-age-story that’s
surprisingly dark given the themes. It would’ve been nice if the suicide of Charlie’s best friend was
delved into more though, since it feels like an important subject to explore in relation to the
character’s fragility. Unfortunately, it’s briefly mentioned then quickly forgotten about.
Other than that, the ensemble is great in their roles, and the story is a relatable one that will likely
have you drawing comparisons to your own high school experience. Chbosky also writes non-whiny
characters you genuinely care for with problems that go deeper than mum and dad not letting them
go to the mall. I never read the book prior to watching the film, but it seems like Chbosky has done a
solid job bringing it to the big screen. Who knows, it may convince you to pick up a copy.
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